Lemurian Quartz Master Essence connects you with the ancient
energies of Lemuria, as recorded in the seed crystals infused in our
Essences. The Lemurians were advanced star beings who were
anchored in divine love, and had fully ascended into their upper
chakras. They possessed advanced attributes, beyond time and
space, and could manifest their thoughts through intention. This
Essence can help you strengthen your powers of intention,
awakening you to the greatness that you can become. Meditating
with this essence can help you further expand and evolve, opening
your upper chakras and helping you manifest your full potential. It
further aids the opening of subtle chakras within your brain,
promoting greater access to the love and light that pulsates within.

Hawaiian Coral Essence aids mental focus and inspires mental and
emotional clarity. It invokes powers of intuition, imagination and
strengthens visualization. It carries the energy of the water from
which it was formed, helping to bring you emotional calm and inner
peace. It also acts as an emotional conduit, enabling you to convey
feelings and knowledge with greater ease; this renders it especially
beneficial for learning and teaching, as it allows you to transfer
knowledge from one source to another. Hawaiian Coral Essence
promotes tranquility and encourages energetic balance of the
nervous system and spinal energies. It also assists in energetically
strengthening the skeletal system and can help you release
ancestral memory stored inside your bones.

These Hawaiian inspired Blends contain Hawaiian minerals as well as flowers that were grown on a farm near the active volcano on the Big
Island of Hawaii. The core symbolism of these Blends represent the energy of the ever-transforming land and its living, healing Aloha Spirit.

Ma-Hina™ is formulated with a synergy of Hawaiian Minerals,
Flowers and Orchids inspired by the Moon Goddess “Hina”. Hina
was a powerful warrior, a seer, healer, creatrix and destroyer all in
one. Just as the moon illuminates the night, so can Her Essence aid
you in cutting through deception, illusion, and the transformation
of darkness into light. It's a powerful tool for opening your 3rd eye,
meditation, and developing your 6th sense. Ma-Hina™ has a gentle
but stimulating eﬀect on the Kundalini, inspiring your creative force
within, and teaching you to manifest according to your needs. It
further aids subconscious access, benefiting sleep cycles and
dreamwork. Use during times of high emotion, full moons, new
moons, female cycles, and motherhood, or when you need to draw
on Hina’s nurturing, supportive energy or warrior-like strength.

Pele™ Essence evokes the transformational energies of the
Hawaiian Goddess of fire, lightning, wind and volcanoes. Described
as "She-Who-Shapes-The-Sacred-Land" in ancient Hawaiian
chants, our Pele™ Essence helps you tap into Her passion, power,
creative energies and destruction. Although fire destroys, Pele
represents the feminine aspect of fire, which includes the renewal
and rebirth that occur once the old has been burned away. Shanti
Kai™ Pele™ blend can also work as an energetic tonic of sorts,
helping quell your internal heat (e.g. temper, anger, rage, etc)
and/or benefiting situations (such as health conditions) that require
fire to fight back. The ingredients in Pele™ were sourced, grown,
and Her essence created near the active Volcano, just before Her
most recent wrath.

